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SUMMARY. 

This report is a continuation of National Ad\-isor)- ('ommittee for ,Ieronautivs H e p r t  
No. 73, and was undertaken at the Langley Memorial Aeronmtiral Laborator?- for the purpose 
of supplying further data to the designer of wind tunnels. Particular emphasis was placed 
on the study of directional variation in the wind stream, For this purpose a recording yaw- 
met,er, which couki also he used as an air speed meter, was developed, and gaTe re?- s8tisfactm-y 
results. I t  is regrettable that the voltage supplied to the driving motor was not very constant, 
due to varying loads on the line, hut as this moter =-as of a lightly loaded induction type, the 
variation in speed \vas not as large aq the T-nriation in T-oltnge. llie xork v,-as carried on both 
in a 1-foot model and the 5-foot full-sized tunriel, and whrrcrcr pos4ble R comparison u-as 
made between them. I t  was found that plating radial n n e s  directly before the prope1lc.r 
actually increased the elficiency of the tunnel to a considerable extent. The plar-iiig of a 
honeycomb at the mo of the experimental portion \\-as of the greatest aid in improvi% the 
flow, but, of voiirse: ew-hat rednc-ed the efficiency. Sewral t?-pe of diffusers were tried 
in the return air, hut only slight improrement resulted in the +diness of flow. they not being 
nearly as effective as the honeycomb. 
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of t,he propeller were determined by the same 
tter record the fluctuations in velocity and 
This instrument, as shown in Figs. 1 and 
ent rotates a -reF light spindle containing 

inated slit is transmitted bj- a lens to this mirror 
and the reflected beam is then focused on a moving photographic film so that any morement 

rapid variation in the air Aoa of the tunnel is iiidiceted and recorded by means of a Pitot-static 
teabe which is connected tu the two compartments separated by the diaphragm, and an>- 
change in direction the same "a? by connecting the sideq of a yawhead to 
the compfiments sides of the mice diqhragm. The Pitot and the corumctiug 

velocit3y can be immediately 
Over 50 records were taken hut only 

efficiency of tunnels 
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In order to give a more even flow o t cone 8 nem designed for the 
)n woiild be drawn 
eller is very similar 

to the propeller used in &e test descrihed in to a piece of wood 
being dropped in the running tunnel, W&S co shown the eR- 
ciency of this propeller when working in a p&r&olir cone and in a stmight eone. I t  will he 
noted that in the same way 8s with the first pmpdler the straight cone is considerably more 

1 dn Inrestimtim into the Stedmes; of Wind ~ a n n e l s ,  by T. Bairstoa and Herriq Booth: British Adx-isoTCon!mittw for .\croneut&, 

f IFirperiments on Mod& of 8 'q~upkf' Wind Cbanml, by T. E. Stanton and J. H. Hyde: Brit. A. C .  h., R .  & M. 7% Norember, lWi. 
1 Reports on Tests 8 Model of the proposed i-foot Wind Chmnd at the  It. 1. E., by C. G .  S a n d i n  snd W. K .Word: Brit. h.  C. A.,  R. 

& Y. 574, Deoember, 1818. 

R. & Y. 67, September, 19l2. 
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efficient at  high speed than the parabolic cone. In  Fig. 4 is shown the slip of this propeller 
in the parabolic cone and in the straight cone and it is noted that the slip is less at  high speeds 
for the straighl cone. It is then evidellt that the straight cone is aerodynamically supcrior to 
the parabolic cone, in addition to being easier to build. 
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OF THE ROOM. 

All the test runs described in Report No. 73 were conducted in a large room, approximating 
to free-air conditions. In  the tests described in this report a temporary room was built around 
the tunnel, representing to scale the building provided for the &foot N. A. C. A. wind tunnel; 
and all runs except those shown in Figs. 3 and 4 were made in this model room, The cross 
section of the model room and the wind tunnel are shown in Fig. 5 .  For the same power this 
room clccrcased the air speed from 69 to 59 miles per Iiour or a decrease of 14..5 per wnt. In 
the small room the maximum nri;Ltion of s p e d  was rf 7 per ccnt and the ma\imum variation 
in direction was & 10". The air specd records show that for thc first 20 seconds after starting, 
in the large room, and for the first 10 seconds in the small room, the air speed is very steady, 
and that the fluctuations suddenly appear at  a definite time and will be indicated on the record. 
This appcarance of sudden fluctuations seems to indicate that the large part of the speed fluc- 
tuations arc due to the disturbed air from the propeller as it returns through the room to the 
entrance coiic. 

EFFECT OF RADIAL VANES. 

symmetrically in the exit 
cone immediately before the propeller. These vanes joined in th $" center in a stationery spinner 
which was of the same diameter as the propeller base. These vanes actually increased 
the speed of the air in the tunnel for the same power by5 per cent, but the fluctuations in direc- 
tion and velocity remained unchanged. I n  order to determine what part of the vane gave the 
increased efficiency, 25 mm. was cut off of the outer end of each vane and the run repeated 
which gave a 3 per cent increase in speed for the same power over the tunnel with no vanes. 
Again the vanesmere cut off on the end 75 mm. and in this case the same speed was obtained as 
with the tunnel without vanes. This seems to show that it is the whole area of the vane which 
acts as a straightener for thc air flow and that no particular part is especially valuable in in- 
creasing the eficjency of the tunnel. Eight additional vanes 3 mm. thick were then placed 
along the inner surface of exit cone, each vane being 75 mm. wide. This distribution of vanes 
decreased the speed by 12 per cent for the same power and the variation inspeed was f 6 per cent 

Eight radial vanes 3 i n i i i .  thick and 450 mni. deep were pla 

(Fig. 6.) 
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and the variation in direction was The same vanes were then placed in the entrance 
cone, as shown in Fig. 7, and in this case the speed was decreased by 8 per cent and the variation 
in direction was 58". With this type of vane in both the exit and entrance cone the speed was 
decreased by 20 per cent for the same power and the variation in direction was f8'. I t  is 
evident from these tests that the narrow vanes in either the exit or entrance cones are of little 
value in any way. 

10'. 

EFFECT OF PLACING SCREEN ACROSS THE TUNNEL. c 

I 

A section of chickenwire of 25 mm. mesh wasplaced across the exit cone 45 centimeters ahead 
of the propeller., The use of the chicken wire decreased the speed by only 3 per cent, so it does 
not seem that this distribution of screen would be of any great harm to the efficiency of the tunnel 
and i t  is of great use in preventing small objects from being drawn into the propeller. A piece 
of window screen placed at the beginning the straight portion of the tunnel decreased the 

fluctuation in speed was - 12 per cent and was - 10 per cent in 
creen in no way helps the steadiness of flow for the particular 

condition of this test. Screens have been used to advantage in other tunnels. ' With window 
screen s;t the mouth of the entrance cone the speed WM decreased by only 7 per cent. 

I EFFECT OF PLACING SPINNERS BEFORE THE PROPELLER. 

Aspinner 75 mm. in diameter and 450 mm. long was supported b j  steel wires before the pro- 
The use of this spinner peller, as shown in Fig. 8. 

seemed to have no material effect on the air flow. 1 .  

THE EFFECT OF EXTENDING THE EXIT CONE 
BEYOND THE PROPELLER. I 

By extending the exit cone as shown in 
was no change of the air flow inside the 
the tangential flow, which had been noticed before 
with the propeller, was somewhat straightened out, and 
the air flow was more directly to the rear through the 
extension of the cone. A cylinder was then attached 
to the propeller end of the tunnel as shown in Fig. 10, 

which decreased the air speed about 5 per cent, the air issuing from the tunnel at a considerably 
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higher velocity and in a more compact stream, the borders of the 
defined at a distance of 20 feet. {As extensions of this kind mean 
for the wind tunnel there would certainly be no advantage in using them. 

EFFECT OF HONEYCOMBS. 

A honeycomb was constructed as-shown in Fig. 11 and was placed at the entrance to 
Owing to the difficulty in obtaining thin-walled metal tubing 

It is 
the straight portion of the tunnel. 
and to the expense of constructing honeycombs of this type, only this one waa tried. 





quite evident? however, even from this one test that the honeycomb is of themfleatost imporknee 
in straightening out ths flow. The speed is reduced 18 per cent and the enera ratio 45 per cent 
by this honeymmb, but the maximum speed variation was only f 2 
per cent and thevariation in direction was reduced-to &0.5". In 
order to show more clearly the great increase in shadiness of flow: a 
currc taken with a rccordmg yanmctcr is shown for the opm tunne! 
andforthettinnelconkhhgthehonepxnb. - (Figs.12andl3.) It 
is evident from these how great is the advantage of the 
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'bd+St Wbse diameter k e q d  to t b  thickness of the w d  of the 

betwmn oBnb8p9 is about twice that of the diameter of the hole. This 
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near as mu& na with the 
tried as shown in Fig. 15, 

ne1 by 2 per cent, and the maximum variation waa *7 per eent, 
and tbe variation in direction was 5 5 9  Although tBis diffuser fig. s. 

steadiness of flow. A third difFiLser rn a~nstructed es shown in Fig. 16 spd $M in the same 
- -  hm very little effect on the &ciency of the tttnnel, at the same h e  it does not much h p m v e  the 

position as the lait. This c l 2 F u s w . W  the air speed for the S&rnB- about 5 par em%, tal3 
variationinvdoeitywaa *&par bhevaFistkmindirectbn odyrcs%ghC 
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improvement over the open room. It seems strange that these diffusers did not improve the 
air flow more, as th; British have found that diffusers greatly improve the flow in their tunnels. 
The results of these tests would not, however, justify the use of a diffuser in a full-sized tunnel 
because of the rather large expense of construction of such a piece of apparatus. 

EFFECT OF PERFORATING THE STRAIGHT PORTION OF THE TUNNEL. 

In  order to determine the effect on air flow of opening the doors in the cylindrical portion of 
the tunnel and in using small holes for the introduction of apparatus, various tests were made 
on the model in order to see how this would effect the efficiency and steadiness of flow. Also 
the velocity of the air in the experimental chamber was determined by a small anemometer. 
A slot was first cut in the cylinder parallel to its axis and one-fifteenth of the diameter wide, 
running the whole length of the experimental chamber. The air flow extended out about 
the width of the slot from the walls of the cylinder, and beyond this there was no flow in the 
chamber and the efficiency of the tunnel was not appreciably affected. This slot was then 
increased in width to one-sixth of th'e diameter of the tunnel, thus decreasing the efficiency 
of the tunnel very slightly, and the flow of air extended about one-sixth of the tunnel diameter 
into the experimental chamber nearest the exit cone, but this air flow was less marked as the dis- 
tance to the entrance cone was decreased. When the width of the slot was increased to three- 
eighths of the tunnel diameter the efficiency was decreased about 15 per cent and the air flow 
extended two-thirds of the width of the slot into the experimental chamber, near the exit cone, 
but there was no flow elsewhere in the experimental chamber. 

TESTS IN FULL-SIZED TUNNEL. 

A few tests were made in the large tunnel in order to afford a comparison with the model. 
In Fig. 17 is shown the slip in the large tunnel. In  comparing this with a similar condition in 
the model tunnel (Fig. 4) it is Sean that for the same air speed the revolutions per minute is 
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5.7 times as large in the small tunnel as in the large one. Theoretically, the ratio should be 
exactly 5 ,  but the fact that the model test was run in a proportionately larger room would 
account for this difference. 
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FIG. 19.-VELOCITY V A R i A T l O N S  I N  LARGE T U N N E L  W H E N  T H E  D R i V l N G  M O T O R  W A S  C O N N E C T E D  TO A 25 

K. W. G A S O L I N E  G E N E R A T i N G  SET. 
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FIG.  20.-VELOCITY V A R I A T I O N S  I N  LARGE T U N N E L  W I T H  D R I V I N G  M O T O R  C O N N E C T E D  T O  A 300 K W 
L i B E R T Y  G E N E R A T I N G  SET. 
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CONCLU8fON8. 

The qualities that should be aimed at in wind-tunnel design in order of their importance 
are : 

1. Constant direction of flow. 
2. Constant velocity of flow. 
3. Uniform velocity across section. 
4. Efficiency. 
5. Ease of working around tunnels. 
6. Simplicity and cheapness of construction. 

A good many of these qualities are contradictory, and the best compromise must be pade 
between them and the type of work that is to be undertaken. For example, a tunnel for testing 
instruments should have a high efficiency, but need not have a very steady flow. On the other 
hand, a tunnel for testing wings should have its efficiency somewhat lowered in order to obtain 
a steady flow. I t  is quite possible to so arrange the honeycomb and diffusers that they may 
be removed when it is desired to obtain the highest speed. It would also be of value to make 
it possible to open the ends of the building, as there are many days when the wind would have 
little effect on the steadiness, and the efficiency would apparently thus be considerably increased. 
This arrangement would also make it possible to cook off the air in the building in a very short 
time, an advantage that would be greatly appreciated in hot weather. 

This work seems to show conclusively that a straight exit cone is more efficient than a 
curved one, and it is certainly cheaper to construct. Diffusers affect the air flow very little, 
and they do not seem to warrant the expense of construction. Honeycombs, however, are of 
the greatest vdue and should be placed in every tunnel. 
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